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Check out these new product releases...
Design Collaboration by Cintas and
Chef Works
The collaboration between
Cintas and Chef Works unites two
leading companies who are inspired
to deliver on-trend, customer-centric
wardrobe innovations that will
redefine F&B employee apparel.
For decades Chef Works has been
one of the most iconic culinary and
hospitality brands with its fashionforward designs, functional garments
and cutting-edge fabrics. The knowledge, creativity and passion stemming
from this alliance delivers unrivaled
apparel solutions. The result – a
collection employees want to wear that reflects each client's
brand, all curated and delivered through the trusted Design
Collective by Cintas.
Contact: Cintas Corporation
(800) 864-3676
www.cintas.com

HD Ultra Camera Range
IndigoVision recently introduced their new HD Ultra Camera
Range with superior functionality,
performance and innovation.
Claiming the title of the most
advanced camera release to date,
this exciting new HD Ultra Camera
Range is available in three stylish
forms: HD Minidome, HD Bullet,
and HD PTZ Pendant. All built with Smart.core™ technology,
CyberVigilant® in camera, and advanced analytics, the cameras
offer superior functionality, performance and innovation.
IndigoVision’s Smart.core technology includes better audio and
low light performance, optimized H.264 compression, Activity
Controlled Framerate Plus (ACF+), and ensures lower bandwidth
and storage requirements – saving money in the long term.
Cyber security is taken seriously with IndigoVision’s unique
and innovative cyber security technology CyberVigilant®.
With an extra layer of defense through an enhanced firewall,
customers receive notifications direct to their control center
user interface in the event that a cyber attack takes place.
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Advanced analytics such as motion detection, tamper, tripwire,
intrusion, scene change and missing or abandoned object are
also built-in the camera range, helping to enhance security.
The new HD Ultra Cameras are also compatible with the
latest version of IndigoVision’s Security Management Solution,
Control Center v15.4. This powerful software includes new
improvements such as automatic notification of NVR License
faults, new Dynamic Profile Switching mode and VPN for
Integra®. These fantastic features combined with a commitment to open standards, integration and unique Distributed
Network Architecture (DNA) are what makes IndigoVision an
industry leader within the security sector.
Contact: IndigoVision
(732) 662-6445
www.indigovision.com

Visix Facial Recognition Camera
3xLogic’s advanced facial recognition
camera is a special purpose, low cost
dual lens 2MP camera for
instant face detection, identification, and notification
of persons of interest (POI)
as well as people counting.
Along with the facial recognition application and mobile app, the newest cameras allow users to
review captured facial images and choose persons of interest
to place on a watch list. These POI’s can then be securely
communicated via standard AES encryption to the Vigil Trends
Cloud Portal and responsible parties can be notified locally on
site via WiFi using the 3xLogic facial application (iOS or
Android) or via the Vigil Server or Client for quick response.
When used in multiple locations the VX-FR-01 becomes a
powerful tool in the detection of persons of interest. Vigil Trends
will automatically synchronize all sites with new POI’s so that
they have the latest images and watch lists can be easily
managed through any web browser with internet access to add
additional details or make adjustments.
Vigil Trends features an easy to use advanced searching
feature, which can show events when a specific POI on the watch
list was detected across multiple sites. ®
Contact: 3xLogic
(877) 395-6442
www.3xlogic.com

